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Modular 3-D-Printed Education Tool for Blind
and Visually Impaired Students Oriented to

Net Structures
R. Domínguez-Reyes , L. Moreno , A. Muñoz-Sánchez, B. Ruiz Mezcua , and B. Savoini

Abstract—Contribution: This article presents the design,1

creation, testing, and results after the use of a 3-D-printed edu-2

cational tool that helped a blind student learning electric circuits3

theory in higher education.4

Background: Educational tools oriented to visually impaired5

and blind students in higher education are limited or even nonex-6

istent in the STEM area. Previous developments on the field7

present in the literature, including other 3-D printing solutions,8

have been revised and compared to the proposed educational9

tool.10

Intended Outcomes: The tool was tested by a blind student11

in order to test the potential of the design to achieve a bet-12

ter understanding of the topology and performance of electric13

circuits. The main purpose of the tool described in this work is14

helping to increase the resources available in the field of teaching15

students with visual impairments.16

Application Design: 3-D technology has the potential to be17

used to create accessibility tools for visually impaired and blind18

individuals. Modular systems can be used to create complex19

structures using simple elements. A modular 3-D-printed tool20

was fabricated to help blind and visually impaired students to21

learn net structures.22

Findings: The 3-D tool has allowed the blind student to work23

autonomously in the study of simple electric circuits and supplies24

the teacher with a resource to communicate with the student in25

an easy and fast way. Updated design can be used to describe26

more complex net structures that can be applied to most electric27

circuits despite their complexity. The use of the modular system28

provided the blind student with a direct representation of the29

whole subject, even when it involved a great amount of graphical30

information and manipulation.31

Index Terms—3-D printing, blindness, computer engineering,32

design, higher education, prototyping, rapid prototyping (RP),33

students with disabilities.34
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I. INTRODUCTION 35

ONE OF the first challenges a teacher faces when teaching 36

a student who is blind is adapting the teaching material 37

with the aim of making it accessible. This process is far from 38

being a guided process following a set of established steps but 39

an effort for finding the best way to approach the knowledge 40

to the student with disabilities in the same quality and quantity 41

as to the students without disabilities. 42

Adapting text-based materials has evolved since the very 43

first braille texts made by hand [1] or braille writing 44

machines [2] to the current digital texts that can be directly 45

read in a “loud voice” by a software [3]. However, adapting 46

graphical materials or the graphical content of a text-based 47

material is a different and complex matter. 48

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 49

Along time many methods have been used to adapt pictures 50

or plots for academic purposes. Most of these methods rely 51

on reproducing the picture in relief in acetate or any other 52

surface or making volume models in plastic, wood, or any 53

other material [4]. These methods also evolved using comput- 54

ers resulting in relief printing or model 3-D printing [5]–[7]. 55

Additive manufacturing (AM) techniques [8] have spread due 56

to their variety and utility in the last decades. One of their 57

best applications is rapid prototyping (RP) [9] that has been 58

widely used both in the office environment and industrial mass 59

production [10], [11]. The possibility to test variations in the 60

design of any piece within a day, or even minutes, makes any 61

RP tool a valuable method to improve the design, test, and 62

redesign cycle that accelerates and improves the creation of 63

new models and applications [12], [13]. 3-D printing is one 64

of the best RP methods for low-scale design and production, 65

making it the perfect technique to create prototypes from ini- 66

tial designs, not only in the industry but even in the education 67

field [14]. This makes 3-D printing the perfect technique to 68

design new modular system tools consisting of a wide variety 69

of different elements. Furthermore, this fabrication technique 70

allows to modify the prototype quickly after continuous feed- 71

back until its functionality is optimized. Related works on 72

3-D-printed models used in the field of accessibility and edu- 73

cation can be found in the literature: in [15], 3-D-printed arrays 74

and cylinders are used to represent data. In [16] and [17], real 75

objects and 3-D-printed models are marked in order to use a 76

specially designed app to provide audio feedback (including 77
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tutorial and descriptions) when the marked parts are touched.78

These tools were tested with visually impaired and blind stu-79

dents in order to improve design guidelines. Reference [17]80

presents the combination of a series of quick response (QR)81

codes-based labels and a device with audio that can be used by82

visually impaired and blind users to work with a 3-D-printed83

representation of several items providing audio guidance dur-84

ing the manipulation. Research works on 3-D-printed models85

with haptic interaction have also been reported. Reference [18]86

uses Android phones to enhance the tactile interaction on87

phones’ touchscreens. This is achieved by the use of an appli-88

cation that maps the interactions with a previously printed89

hardware. Reference [19] describes the learning process of90

visually impaired students to analyze Twitter data by the use91

of 3-D-printed representations of the data based on the output92

of their software.93

Although the use of these 3-D printing technologies repre-94

sents a major advance in communication with blind persons,95

they present a drawback with respect to previous methods96

such as computing applied to text-based materials. 3-D print-97

ing solutions are still single-direction methods because blind98

persons would not be able (or, at least, would be very hard) to99

design a picture to print it in relief or design a 3-D model to100

print. Also, 3-D models are typically limited by their design if101

the models are unchangeable after being created. In that case,102

they are noninteractive, as changes cannot be made directly103

in an already-existing version, and any change in the picture104

requires the creation of a new design or model and printing105

it again. This implies that using these methods, any commu-106

nication that requires a graphical item will never be at the107

same level of efficiency in the case of blind students com-108

pared to nonblind students. Due to the variety of levels of109

study of electric circuits based on the kind of elements that it110

includes, from simple circuits with batteries and resistances to111

more complex circuits with diodes or operational amplifiers,112

the system must have the capability to be able to cover all.113

Besides, this approach should allow being used by a blind and114

nonblind person under the same conditions regardless of their115

access characteristics. In this way, the communication channel116

would be entirely bidirectional, as in the case of the text-117

based materials, which allows a learning interaction between118

students with disabilities and nondisabled teachers. With this119

motivation, a modular tool based on 3-D-printed models that120

represent net structures allowing to teach electric circuits to121

blind and visually impaired persons is presented.122

III. RESEARCH PURPOSE AND QUESTIONS123

Minimizing or even eliminating the graphical content from124

teaching material could be a solution for this problem when125

the pictures are just supporting the information and can be126

replaced by text describing the items. Still, there are cases127

where the graphical approach is the best or even the only128

option; this is the case, for instance, the teaching of electric129

circuits. While most, if not all, the methods and techniques130

applied to solve, treat, or simplify electric circuits can be ver-131

bally described, they all require the knowledge of the topology132

of the circuit.133

Fig. 1. (a) and (b) Photograph of the student using the educational tool.
(c) Storage suitcase.

When going behind the graphical environment of any circuit 134

analysis software, or just check any code-line-based computer 135

language, it could be noticed when doing a design and abstrac- 136

tion process that this topology can be described in terms of 137

its nodes, elements, connections, and values in text format. 138

However, this description would require keeping in mind a lot 139

of data, which is easy for a computer but hard for a person. 140

This indicates that the graphical description of electric circuits 141

is an advantage with respect to nongraphical approaches pro- 142

viding information and interacting with them. Because of this, 143

it is necessary to design a model that adapts the topology of 144

any net structure, such as electric circuits. The question is, it 145

is possible to fully replace the graphical content in this field, 146

including its flexibility in the communication, without losing 147

information, or restraining to limited cases? In order to solve 148

this question, a modular 3-D tool has been designed to explore 149

its potential to be used as a communication method to teach 150

and study electric circuits. 151

IV. METHODS 152

A. Participants 153

The modular 3-D tool has been tested by a Computer 154

Engineering student with 100% blindness in the subject 155

Principles of Computer Engineering (see Fig. 1). The main 156

content of the subject is the design, study, and characterization 157

of direct and alternating current circuits (dc and ac circuits). 158

This implies the use of passive elements, such as resistances, 159

capacitors, and inductances; sources, such as dc batteries, ac 160

voltage supplies, and intensity sources; and other elements, 161

such as general impedances, capacitors, and switches. The 162

content of the subject also requires the student to learn to 163

identify series and parallel element association, simplification 164

of circuits by equivalence (equivalent resistance, capacitance 165

or inductance, and Thévenin and Norton equivalents). The 166

common teaching process of these topics involves a lot of 167
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graphical content for describing and manipulating structures168

and information, making it less accessible to students with169

visual impairments. The student’s previous knowledge about170

electric circuits was the corresponding to Secondary School,171

that is limited to the application of Ohm’s law to isolated ele-172

ments or to the resolution of single-loop circuits by resistance173

simplifications.174

In addition to the student, the working group has been175

composed of five teachers. Two of them (from the Physics176

Department) were the regular teachers of the subject (with177

several years of experience in the subject) which are the same178

as for the rest of the students. One of these two teachers was179

in charge of the theoretical sessions of the subject while the180

other was in charge of the practice (exercises) sessions. In181

order to improve the learning rate in the use of the modu-182

lar tool, a single teacher (theoretical session’s teacher) was183

assigned to the tutorial sessions corresponding to the usage184

of the modular tool. Two other teachers (from the Computer185

Science Department) were in charge of the communication186

between the student and the university in terms of any special187

need it could appear, such as extra or special material that188

might be needed or to ease any logistic issue. Finally, another189

teacher (from the Mechanical Engineering Department) was190

in charge of the 3-D designing and printing and any other191

technical issues about the modular tool. There was continu-192

ous feedback between the teachers of the subject, the student,193

and the teacher responsible for the 3-D printing in order to194

improve the design of the tool.195

B. Materials and Parameters196

All the prototypes and the final pieces that form the educa-197

tional tool have been designed and modeled using Solid Edge198

2019, a 3-D computer-aided design (CAD) software. The parts199

have been printed using Creality Ender-3, which is an open-200

source fused deposition modeling (FDM) extrusion 3-D printer201

that can use 1.75-mm polylactic acid or polylactide (PLA),202

thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), or acrylonitrile butadiene203

styrene (ABS) filament. FDM printers are the most used for204

RP [20].205

The maximum printing size, 220 × 220 × 250 mm,206

has allowed us to exclude any limitation printing size for207

the printed parts, as easy manipulation of the size modules208

requires significantly lower sizes. The nozzle characteristics209

(0.4-mm diameter and 255 ◦C temperature), the layer thickness210

(0.1–0.4 mm), and the printing accuracy (0.1 mm) provided211

enough resolution to make the parts fit perfectly with almost212

no polishing after the creation of the parts. 3-D printing213

slicer Ultimaker Cura software [21] has been used to print214

the designs. Several printing parameters were varied until the215

printing time was optimized, while the consistency of the ele-216

ments avoided them from being curved on cooling. Printing217

parameters can be seen in Table I.218

With these settings, the printing time varies between219

30–40 min (smaller parts) and 90 min (larger and thicker220

parts). The smaller parts correspond to the removable and221

exchangeable parts. They are more susceptible to break or222

loose during the use or manipulation, so it is important to be223

TABLE I
PRINTING PARAMETERS

Fig. 2. (a) Example of a simple circuit with two poles elements and (b) more
complex circuits.

able to reprint them in a limited time to replace them or even 224

to create new units in case the produced amount is not enough 225

for certain use. 226

C. Initial Design 227

Electric circuits extend from simple circuits with batteries 228

and resistances [net structure formed by elements with two 229

nodes, see Fig. 2(a)] to more complex circuits with diodes or 230

operational amplifiers [net structure formed by elements with 231

more than two nodes, see Fig. 2(b)]. 232

Following this abstraction process, two design phases have 233

been followed: a first phase using a metamodel to address 234

simple electric circuits and a more advanced one with an 235

extended metamodel for complex electric circuits. Using this 236

metamodel, a modular 3-D tool based on 3-D-printed models 237

has been created as a proof of concept of the desired approach 238

at a concrete level. 239

To design simple electric circuits, a metamodel with three 240

constructors or design primitives has been defined: 1) frame; 241

2) element; and 3) connector. Each constructor includes differ- 242

ent characteristics and constraints in order to design different 243

electric circuits designs. 244

D. Metamodel: Frame Constructor 245

Frame constructor is the main component of the design. It 246

is designed to contain the element constructor instances and to 247

connect themselves with the connector constructor instances. 248

The frame constructor instance is a 3-D-printed piece that 249
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Fig. 3. (a) Frame constructor and (b) examples of element constructor cor-
responding to resistance, battery, capacitor, inductance, switch, and number
label.

consists of a square-shaped cavity that can hold the elements250

at any of the 90◦ orientations with respect to the direction of251

the connection [see Fig. 3(a)]. The designs will be more or252

less simple according to their connectivity or the number of253

connector instances it includes. In the case of simple circuits254

with simple elements, such as resistances, capacitors, batter-255

ies, inductances, and so on, that only have two sides to be256

connected, the most basic design for the frame presents two257

connections, one on each side. If the frames need to be used258

in the context where the elements can have more than two259

elements, a design of a frame with more connections by the260

side can be used. The general shape of the frame has been261

determined to be a rectangle shape in order to allow easy262

orientation recognition by touching it.263

E. Metamodel: Element Constructor264

Element constructor is designed to contain information265

or semantics about the type of electric element in the cir-266

cuit (resistance, battery, capacitor, etc.). An instance of the267

element constructor corresponds with a 3-D-printed piece268

with electric symbols in relief and braille included (follow-269

ing dimensions and proportions according to Spanish Braille270

Commission [22]), allowing the recognition by touch for stu-271

dents who are blind [see Fig. 3(b)]. The 3-D-printed piece has272

a specific shape that allows the combination of any two of273

them (regardless of nature) on a frame constructor instance,274

allowing the user to combine any item with any label with275

symbols.276

F. Metamodel: Connector Constructor277

The connector constructor specializes in two kinds:278

1) line connector constructor and 2) node constructor.279

Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows 3-D-printed pieces corresponding to280

the connector constructors.281

Line connector constructor [Fig. 4(a)] instance allows con-282

necting two frames of constructor instances directly. The line283

connector constructor symbolizes the cables in an electric cir-284

cuit. Its design is simple; two 3-D-printed washers connected285

by a soft line material. This kind of connection allows an intu-286

itive and easy electric connection of two elements in series or287

parallel. Circle-shaped washers have the advantage of enabling288

the rotation of the connection with the frame, which improves289

the handling of the elements. Square-shaped washers can be290

designed if the orientation needs to be locked.291

Fig. 4. (a) Line connector module. (b) Node connector module. (c) Example
of the representation of three identified resistances (R4, R5, and R7) connected
to each other by a node using line connectors.

Node connectors constructor allows connecting more than 292

two frames of constructor instances to each other. Node con- 293

nectors constructor represents a typical node in a circuit where 294

three or more cables meet at the same point [see Fig. 4(b)]. 295

This connection allows an intuitive and easy electric con- 296

nection of two or more elements with any configuration 297

[Fig. 4(c)]. 298

With the aim to cover any circuit, that is, that requires more 299

than two nodes, the metamodel has been extended to provide 300

models that allow for building more complex topologies. 301

G. Metamodel: Updated Constructors—Design Extension to 302

Complex Electric Circuits 303

Common elements in complex circuits, such as operational 304

amplifiers or transistors, usually have three to five poles. New 305

elements can be easily represented by the same type of element 306

constructor creating new shapes based on the standard electric 307

circuit symbols. 308

The higher number of poles can be represented by improv- 309

ing the design of the frame constructor increasing the number 310

of pins. Some electric elements have connections not only 311

in their sides but also on its top or bottom, because of this, 312

the position of the pins on the frame constructor needs to 313

reflect this fact causing that the new design requires a square 314

shape rather than a rectangle shape in order to simplify its 315

use. The total number of pins can be based on the number 316

of connections of the most common electric circuits resulting. 317

The higher number of pins in the frame also implies a small 318

increase in the size of the design allowing the student to easily 319

manipulate the modules. In order to reproduce schemes with 320
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Fig. 5. (a) Updated frame constructor 12 pins case, (b) connector constructor
with label and direction arrow, and (c) label assembled to frame constructor
supported by the removable support, and same parts showing the assembling
process.

a greater number of possible connections with the frame con-321

structor, increasing the number of pins to 12 [Fig. 5(a)] was322

considered.323

Some electric diagrams include arrows in the connections324

indicating the flow of the information. This can be included in325

the modular system updating the connector module, replacing326

one of the washers with a pierced label that will include both327

an arrow and a tag [Fig. 5(b)]. The increase of the size of this328

connection might cause the pins to break by lever effect while329

manipulating, as the connector now goes out of the border of330

the frame module. To prevent this, the size of the border of331

the frame constructor should be increased.332

A simple increase of the border would require more printing333

time to produce the modules and would also result in a less334

comfortable general use, because of that it was decided to335

perform the increase of border size in terms of a removable336

part [see Fig. 5(c)]. The fact that the extension of the border337

is removable allows to increase the size only in the required338

cases and in the needed sides of the basic frame module and339

allows using the same frame modules for all the cases (i.e., the340

main purpose of the modular system). A simple redesign of341

the basic frame (adding indentations on each side) is enough342

to keep all the previous properties of the frame constructor343

and the possibility of attaching the extensions [see Fig. 5(c)].344

H. Procedure345

As expected for any new educational tool, testing the initial346

design and defining the operating procedure was the starting347

point. Determining the operating procedure consisted of the348

recognition of the modules followed by matching each element349

constructor with its respective electric element, and finally350

learning to attach each element to the others and connecting 351

them together to build a complex structure. This process took 352

the student around an hour. 353

A preliminary version of the modular system was pro- 354

vided to the student in advance (prior to the start of the 355

subject) to use in simple cases, which served to identify the 356

best approach to the common situations present in the sub- 357

ject. With this trial-and-error process, the student and the 358

teachers were able to understand the operation of the tool, 359

which resulted in the development of a basic procedure for 360

use, i.e., to get used to represent acetate’s drawings with the 361

3-D-printed elements. The initial usage of the modules by 362

the student also resulted in design changes of some construc- 363

tors, such as increasing the size of the frame constructors or 364

decreasing the length of line connectors modules. Another 365

relevant improvement was the placement of adhesive mag- 366

netic bands below the frame constructors to provide a soft 367

fixation when used over a conventional magnetic board (hori- 368

zontally). This allowed keeping the shape of the circuits while 369

manipulation. 370

The final version of the modular system was provided to the 371

student at the beginning of the subject along with an adapted 372

digital version of the same exercise lists the rest of the class 373

had and a copy in relief acetate of all the figures on those lists. 374

One of the best characteristics shown by the 3-D-printed mod- 375

ular system is the independence it gives to the student. A full 376

set of parts was provided to the student in a storage suitcase 377

[see Fig. 1(b)] that enabled easy sorting and access to the ele- 378

ments. The possibility of easy transportation of the modular 379

system made it easier for the student to work with it in sev- 380

eral places (classroom, library, and residence) indistinctly. The 381

storage suitcase allows a customizable and comfortable way 382

of arranging all the items, so the student could access them in 383

an easy and fast way. The combination of all these elements 384

resulted in a complete set of materials that provided the stu- 385

dent with the same information and resources the rest of the 386

students had. Using the modular 3-D tool allowed the student 387

to design the circuits, work with them, replace or simplify ele- 388

ments, and expand or create circuits as required. The student 389

carried out all these actions without any assistance and in a 390

complete autonomous way. 391

Another complete set of the tool was used during the weekly 392

tutorial sessions with the student. In these tutorial sessions 393

(around 90-min duration), the modular system allowed a fast 394

bidirectional communication regarding the shape, design, or 395

change of any part of the circuit, which would have been 396

impossible using any other nondynamic medium, such as relief 397

acetate. 398

As the basic operating procedure was already determined, 399

in order to start working with the modular tool in applied 400

cases, specific procedures should be found in order to use it 401

to learn the basic principles of the subject (same as the rest 402

of the students). This included building and recognizing struc- 403

tures, such as nodes, or element series and parallel association. 404

These are the first basic concepts that must be recognized when 405

working with electric circuits. This improvement of the oper- 406

ating procedure allowed the learning of the subject and the 407

educational tool to be simultaneous and complementary since 408
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the specific needs of each topic were reflected directly on the409

requirement to define new recognition of structures methods410

using the modular system. Each new topic that required the411

definition of new procedures was covered in a weekly tuto-412

rial session (such as applying Kirchhoff’s laws or determining413

Thevenin and Norton equivalents). Typically, the procedure414

was defined, tested, and debugged in a single 90-min session.415

The time required to fully learn the use of the tool in the sub-416

ject can be estimated in roughly 8 h (five tutorials sessions).417

The rest of the tutorial sessions (around ten additional ses-418

sions) were used just to support the content of the classes and419

to check the progress of the student.420

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION421

The use of the modular system provided the student with422

a direct representation of the whole content and exams of423

the subject, even when it involved a great amount of graphi-424

cal information and manipulation. Because of this, during the425

course, the student was able to keep up the pace of the rest of426

the students with a short time delay caused by the tool learn-427

ing process. This implied the student was able to face the428

assessment elements with the rest of the students. Exercises,429

practices, midterm exams, and final exams were electronically430

adapted to be read by the student’s computer, and the figures431

were converted to relief acetates, but no changes in the content432

were performed. This was possible because the communica-433

tion between student and teacher using the modular system434

was fast, intuitive, and dynamic. This dynamic communica-435

tion is one of the properties that must be highlighted as it is436

one of the main weak points that other physical media, like437

rigid predefined bodies or relief acetates, present. As those438

elements are not interactive, the communicated information439

is limited, as it is determined in the very instant of the cre-440

ation of the elements and cannot be changed as the situation441

demands. Consequently, they cannot be used to work effi-442

ciently with systems like electric circuits, since their analysis443

requires continuous modifications of the arrangement of their444

elements by both teachers and students. This efficiency and445

dynamicity provide the student with high independence when446

working, allowing him to autonomously work and requir-447

ing small supervision during the tutorials (comparable to the448

attention a nonblind student could have in a tutorial).449

As the subject progressed the need to define new proce-450

dures, or to debug the existing ones, decreased to the point451

where all the existing methods covered the new needs of the452

topics at the end of the subject. This proved that the opera-453

tion procedures were coherent and formed a complete set of454

rules that covered all the existing cases that could appear in455

the subject, so the tutorials were progressively oriented to the456

study of the subject’s content, decreasing the need to learn to457

use the modular system as the use of it became natural. At458

that point, the tutorial sessions with the student did not differ459

in content or nature from the tutorial sessions provided to the460

rest of the students.461

Although the 3-D-printed modular system has been only462

tested for one student who is blind and the experience of more463

students would be necessary to obtain conclusions and define a464

definitive operating procedure and design, the excellent results 465

obtained by the blind student indicate that this educational tool 466

has a great potential that can be explored and improved. It 467

must be highlighted that the modular tool was able to easily 468

represent the 100% of the content of the subject including 3 469

and 4 mesh circuits with up to 15 electric elements both in 470

direct current (dc) and alternating current (ac). Upon use, the 471

educational tool hinted at the capacity of being used not only 472

by blind students but also by students with other disabilities 473

or without them. Even when initially designed to replace the 474

graphical content of net structures when teaching a blind stu- 475

dent, it could be used to support some other communication 476

channels that might appear when teaching other students. In 477

order to explore this possibility, a new more numerous and 478

well-designed population of study should be considered and 479

new approach to the tool should be defined. This is out of the 480

current studied case and will be addressed in future research. 481

Despite the numerous and evident advantages of the mod- 482

ular tool, some drawbacks were identified during its use. The 483

main feature that hinders its use is the need to carry the system 484

to the usage place considering its size and weight (i.e., usually 485

the main drawback in material for blind students). Even when 486

two fool sets of the tool were created, one for the student’s 487

use and another for the teacher–student use in the tutorial ses- 488

sions, it was still necessary for the student to carry it from his 489

residence to the classroom (or any other studying place). Even 490

when the suitcase and the magnetic board were a convenient 491

way to transport and use the system, their size and weight 492

(around 50 × 40 cm and total 3 kg) were not easy to carry 493

along for a whole day. The size of the magnetic board was 494

another issue as its size would limit the size of the circuits 495

that could be represented by the modular tool (the used size, 496

50 × 40 cm, was just enough for the studied cases, but more 497

complex circuits would require bigger boards). These could be 498

easily avoided if the modular 3-D tool and boards were already 499

present in all the educational places (such as classrooms). 500

VI. CONCLUSION 501

In this article, a modular 3-D tool based on 3-D-printed 502

models is presented providing an accessible and universal 503

teaching mechanism for visually impaired and blind students 504

in net structures subjects as electric circuits. The proposal has 505

been made concrete for a Principles of Computer Engineering 506

subject and the resulting 3-D tool has been tested by a 507

blind student. The 3-D tool has allowed the student to work 508

autonomously in the analysis of simple electric circuits and 509

supplies the teacher with a resource to communicate with the 510

student in a dynamic, easy, and fast way. As future work, an 511

extension of the metamodel should be carried out to address 512

fields that share the topology, which will allow us to improve 513

the model and test it with additional students and subjects. 514

Other subjects, such as Logic and Discrete Mathematics, can 515

be represented with this metamodel. For example, in the case 516

of Logic, the addition of the new element constructors, such as 517

OR, AND, or NOR gates would be an initial point to extend the 518

current approach. In addition, a completely different approach 519

to the use of the modular tool can be explored if used by 520
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students with different disabilities or without them to support521

their teaching.522
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